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Dear filmmakers, guests and friends of 
animation,

welcome to the 10th edition of Supertoon In-
ternational Animation Festival! As you are well 
aware, due to the global Covid-19 pandemic, the 
first half of 2020 was difficult and devastat-
ing for everyone, the film and event industries 
included. As we are writing this, we cannot even 
be sure if you, the festival-goer, will ever get a 
chance to read it. But, as human beings, we crave 
stories to make sense of our existence, and arts 
and culture are needed more than ever to sup-
port our collective recovery. We take seriously 
our role to provide people with stories, as well 
as with spaces to congregate for cultural expe-
riences, and we’re doing everything to fulfill it 
despite the uncertainty and the extraordinary 
challenges. So, if you’re reading this, it means 
“the epidemiological situation was favourable” 
and that we have gathered in Šibenik once more 
to watch films together on the big screen under 
the night skies.

Furthermore, Supertoon Festival will strive, 
as always, to create a space of freedom for 
filmmakers and students of filmmaking, provid-
ing them with the opportunity to meet, socialize, 
participate in panels, Q&A’s and workshops, 
exchange experiences, and hopefully even come 
up with ideas for future collaborations. We 
also encourage kids and young adults to make 
their first steps in animation through our four-
day animation workshop called Planktoon. But 
our mission is highly educational all year round. 
As part of a platform called Animated Šibenik, 
we organize a series of events sush as pop-up 
exhibitions by illustrators, animators and comic 
artists, animation workshops for children and 
adults, VJ and 3D mapping shows and concerts. 
Once every few months we bring visual art to 
the center of attention in downtown Šibenik 
and try to open up new horizons and perspec-
tives for local residents. With an ever greater 
focus on VR and 3D mapping, we try to look for-
ward and stay ahead of the curve.

A WORD 
OF HELLO 

→ →
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Supertoon #10 will attempt to continue along 
the same path and then go a little bit further. 
Each night, we’ll offer you a selection of bold 
and inventive work from vibrant and original 
voices in animation. We’ll host  accomplished as 
well as up-and-coming filmmakers from Croatia 
and from around the world to present their 
most recent animated shorts, showing the end-
less possibilities of this versatile and exciting 
art form. The films screened in competition 
at the Mala loža and Gorica open-air cinemas 
are divided into five competition categories: 
Grandtoon (short films), Studentoon (short 
student films), Supertune (music videos), Super-
comm (short commissioned films) and Planktoon 
(short films for children). Three separate and 
independant juries comprised of three members 
each choose the festival laureates in each cat-
egory and you, the audience, get to cast a vote, 
too, and pick the Audience Award winner in the 
Grandtoon category.

Other than the screeenings of the five compe-
tition categories, we have carefully prepared 
a ton of additional, out-of-competition con-
tent and events, such as the TV boxes scattered 
across town that screen looped films, like The 
Art of Titles (animated opening and closing film 
titles) and Animation Skillset (making-of videos). 
In Azimut Club there will be an exhibition show-
ing the set of the animated film by animator and 
director Katrin Novaković called “Right Now”. 
The festival program will also for the first 
time ever feature comics and their authors. By 
organizing a group show of works by region-
al collectives and artists in the St. Krševan 
Gallery, setting up a small comic book fair and 
screen printing equipment on the city streets 
and squares, and hosting fanzine launches, 
presentations and artist talks, the festival 
will introduce you to such platforms, projects, 
collectives and festivals as Komikaze (CRO/SLO), 
Matrijaršija / Fijuk / Novo doba (SRB), OHOHO! 
(CRO), Croatian Auteur Comics Association and 
the Split comics scene.

It is our hope that over the course of five days 
and nights we will be able to bring joy and 
entertainment to your lives once again whilst 
taking all the necessary health measures and 
precautions regarding the pandemic and public 
gatherings. Stay safe and enjoy the festival!

The SUPERTOON team



GRANDTOON 
& 
STUDENTOON 
JURY 
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MARTINA MEŠTROVIĆ                        

Born in 1974, she graduated in Sculpture from 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb in 1998. She 
has exhibited her work in several solo and 
group shows. In 2004, she joined the art collec-
tive Kreativni sindikat, working as a 2D and 3D 
set designer, animator and director. She lives 
and works in Zagreb. Her animated films include 
A Cat Is Always Female (2019), Peter’s Forest 
(2016), and Bla (2013).
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BRUNO RAZUM                           

Born in Zagreb in 1975, he has studied multimedia 
under Ladislav Galeta at the Art Education de-
partment of the Academy of Fine Arts. He works 
in animation and computer graphics for com-
mercial and authorial projects. In 2014 he made 
a short stop motion puppet animation called 
Nikola Tesla’s Secret Laboratory which was 
shown at more than 60 festivals, and his new 
film Jelenko is in post-production.
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TAMÁS PATROVITS                                

Festival director, animation director, producer, 
graphic artist, and art teacher. He graduated 
from the Faculty of Animation and Video at the 
Academy of Arts and Crafts, Budapest, in 1994. 
During his career, Tamás made animation shorts, 
television series and commercials, drawn- and 
2D computer animations. He teaches animation 
and creative design thinking. He has been a board 
member of ASIFA since 2005, and of MÚOSZ – 
National Association of Hungarian Journalists 
since 2014. He was the head of the Faculty of An-
imation at the Illyés Academy of Arts from 2009 
to 2019. In 2012, together with Anna Ida Orosz, 
he founded the Primanima World Festival of 
First Animations, and has served as its creative 
director and executive producer ever since. He 
facilitates animation workshops regularly in 
Hungary and abroad (Filmtett workshop, LifeAd, 
Katowice (Poland), Nicosia (Ciprus), Peja (Koso-
vo), Dubai (United Arab Emirates), New York (USA), 
Magyar Ház, etc). He is the founder and creative 
director of the Budaörs Animation House and 
Creative Space located near Budapest, which is a 
unique and charming cultural place dedicated to 
the art of animation.
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MON
Arka 
Arka
Natko Stipaničev
Croatia, 2020, 14:40 

A grandiose transoceanic cruise ship sailing 
the seas.

MON
A Mind Sang 
A Mãe de Sangue
Vier Nev
Portugal, 2019, 06:11 

A pregnant scientist becomes a mother, two 
men draw and a cat observes butterflies. Their 
stories merge to form a dreamlike celebration 
of rebirth and transformation.
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MON
Gottlieb 
Gottlieb
Krste Gospodinovski
Macedonia, 2019, 09:57 

Lost in the labyrinth of his subconsciousness, 
Gottlieb struggles to find his way back to real-
ity. Provoking deconstruction of his make-be-
lieve world, he puts his life at risk. In the end, 
as his realities collide he becomes aware of his 
self-imprisonment.

MON
Wade 
Wade
Kalp Sanghvi, Upamanyu Bhattacharyya
India, 2019, 10:38 

In a version of Kolkata, India rendered unlive-
able by sea level rise, things take a dark turn 
when a family of climate change refugees are 
ambushed by a tiger on the flooded streets.
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MON
Deep love 
Kohannia
Mykyta Lyskov
Ukraine, 2019, 13:57 

Deep love has finally happened in Ukraine.

TUE
Freeze frame 
Freeze frame
Soetkin Verstegen
Belgium, 2019, 05:00 

Freeze frame: the most absurd technique since 
the invention of the moving image. Through 
an elaborate process of duplicating the same 
image over and over again, it creates the illu-
sion of stillness. Identical figures perform the 
hopeless task of preserving blocks of ice. The 
repetitive movements reanimate the animals 
captured inside.
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TUE
The Levers 
The Levers
Kim Boyoung
South Korea, 2018, 09:24 

A guy accepts a job offer from a stranger on 
the street. He is satisfied with the wages for 
this simple job, until he hears strange noises 
behind the curtains.

TUE
Dreams Into Drawing 
Yumeminoe
Koji Yamamura
Japan, 2019, 10:10 

One day, as a guy was sketching a carp, he fell 
asleep and in his dream became the carp. He 
was enjoying swimming, but then, a fisherman 
caught it...
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TUE
Machini 
Machini
Frank Mukunday & Tétshim
The Democratic Republic of Congo, Belgium, 2020, 
09:48 

By necessity, and especially by the force of 
the machine, we have become sleepwalking be-
ings, beings deprived of God, the damned of the 
earth, and test subjects on the black market of 
history, test subjects of the machine.

TUE

Toomas Beneath the Valley of the Wild Wolves 
Toomas teispool metsikute huntide orgu
Chintis Lundgren
Estonia, Croatia, France, 2019, 18:00 

After losing a well paid engineering job, Too-
mas, a young hot wolf, gets cornered into work-
ing as a gigolo to support his family. He is keep-
ing it as a secret from his pregnant wife Viivi. 
Viivi also has a secret: she is attending a female 
empowerment seminar involving male slaves.
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WED
Cosmonaut 
Kosmonaut
Kaspar Jancis
Estonia, 2019, 11:38 

A cosmonaut will always be a cosmonaut.  
To the very end.

WED
Friends 
Friends
Florian Grolig
Germany, 2019, 07:45 

The ‘small’ one is, well, small, and the ‘big’ one 
definitely very very big. They are friends. With 
a good friend you can overcome all problems, 
one would like to believe, but that’s obviously 
nonsense.
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WED
Iris    
Iris   
Lucija  Bužančić
Croatia, 2020, 8:14 

Iris is a girl who fell in love with her projection 
and then one day just disappeared in it. This sto-
ry about vanity, but also about the perception 
of art, retells the myth of Narcissus – the first 
person to conceive of art and to fall in love 
with an image rather than a reality – for the age 
of social media.

WED
Why Slugs Have No Legs 
Warum Schnecken Keine Beine Haben
Aline Höchli
Switzerland, 2019, 10:04 

Slugs have a hard time keeping up with the pace 
of life in the city of insects. When a financial 
crisis hits, the industrious bees only see one 
solution…
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WED
Flow 
Flow
Adriaan Lokman
Netherlands, France, 2019, 13:43 

A turbulent day, painted by air.

THU
Intermission Expedition 
Intermission Expedition
Wiep Teeuwisse
Netherlands, 2019, 08:21 

During a sunny holiday, a flock of tourists 
struggle to let go of their busy city lives, and 
the absence of daily tasks leaves them lost in an 
uncomfortable and frightening place.
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THU
Kids 
Kids
Michael Frei
Switzerland, 2019, 09:00 

An animated short exploring group dynamics. 
How do we define ourselves when we are all 
equal?

THU
Natural Selection 
Prirodni odabir
Aleta Rajič
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2019, 10:00 

Woman-Doe is a living sculpture trapped in 
urban spaces of boredom, melancholia and uto-
pian museums where she works and entertains 
herself by acting human only in poses (cleaning, 
drinking coffee, smoking, sleeping), whereas in 
reality she is a lonely, lifeless animal.
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THU
Time o´ the Signs 
Time o´ the Signs
Reinhold Bidner
Austria, 2019, 08:36 

An experimental  ?  narrative but also documen-
tary  ?  animation about digital time thieves of 
our time, media stupidities and ongoing daily 
routines. This work wants to ask the question: 
how do we (not) want to live in a future society?

THU
Uncle Thomas, Accounting for the Days 
Tio Tomás, a contabilidade dos dias
Regina Pessoa
Portugal, Canada, France, 2019, 13:00 

The author's personal and visual memories cre-
ate a tribute to her uncle Thomas, a humble man 
with a simple and anonymous life. A testament 
of the fact one does not have to be “somebody" 
to become exceptional.



STUDENTOON
—
Animated
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MON
Night Shift 
Night Shift
Linda Stūre
Latvia, 2019, 03:23 

The every-night ritual of a night shift guard – a 
game of Tetris – is interrupted by unexpected 
technical issues. One of the surveillance camer-
as breaks down, and the game sets its own rules.

MON
Daughter 
Dcera
Daria Kashcheeva
Czech Republic, 2019, 14:50 

In a hospital room, the Daughter recalls a child-
hood moment when as a little girl she tried to 
share her experience with an injured bird with 
her Father. A moment of misunderstanding and a 
lost embrace has stretched into many years all 
the way to this hospital room, until the moment 
when a window pane breaks under the impact of 
a little bird.
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MON
Gravedad 
Gravedad
Matisse Gonzalez
Germany, 2019, 10:30 

Some days are light and some days are heavy. In 
a world where gravity changes constantly, you 
have to find something to keep you grounded.

MON
Cockpera 
Cockpera
Kata Gugić
Croatia, 2020, 04:34 

A regular cock fight.
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MON
Social Molds Manual 
ةيرشبلا بلاوقلا مادختسإ ليلد
Raghad Albarqi
Saudi Arabia, 2018, 03:15 

Let's focus on the typical superficial ideas of 
living, thinking and behaving in our society, 
which limit individual growth.

MON
Can I have an order of love? 
點一份愛情
Ying-Sin Syu
Taiwan, 2019, 02:22 

"If love is a dish, what would it taste like?" We 
use three stories, different ingredients to 
describe the love relationship between men and 
women through 2D animation.
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MON
SH_T Happens 
SH_T Happens
M. Mihalyi, D. Stumpf
The Czech Republic, Slovakia, France, 2019, 13:10 

The caretaker exhausted by everything, his 
frustrated wife and one totally depressed 
deer. Their mutual despair leads them to absurd 
events, because... shit happens all the time.

MON
Cage Match 
Cage Match
Bryan Lee
USA, 2019, 09:12 

A businessman walks into the elevator for an-
other day at work...
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TUE
AHEAD 
AHEAD
Leszynska Ala Nunu
The United Kingdom, Portugal, 2019, 05:20 

A short story about living with and as a head-
less person.

TUE
Bye Little Block! 
Pá kis panelom!
Éva Darabos
Hungary, 2020, 08:42 

The protagonist learns that soon she will 
have to leave her blockhouse flat for good. 
After receiving the upsetting news she is 
overwhelmed with emotions. Her teardrop of 
farewell grows into a concrete monolith. When 
the drop hits the ground, a surreal panorama 
of the blockhouse area she used to call home 
unfolds...
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TUE
Good Intentions 
Good Intentions
Anna Mantzaris
The United Kingdom, 2018, 08:35 

After a young woman is responsible for a hit-
and-run, strange and spooky things start to 
happen... A short thriller about people who are 
not always the best at making decisions.

TUE
Nobody hear 
無人街廳
Sin-Rong Lai
Taiwan, 2019, 02:31 

This is an animated music video. It describes how 
a youngman in the workplace feels doubtful of 
himself/herself and anxious for the future.
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TUE
The Hunt 
Lov
Jovan Rakić
Serbia, 2019, 07:52 

A young African man, marked with the magical 
pattern that the village shaman has drawn on 
his chest, goes to the hunt. When the pattern 
partially disappears, the young man renews it 
with the experience acquired in battle. That way 
he becomes a true warrior.

TUE
Trois Francs Six Sous 
Trois Francs Six Sous
C. Ottevaere, F. Blain, L. Leblond, V. Indalkar, 
M. Ladjel, H. Valdeli?vre-Rattier
France, 2019, 06:33 

During the second world war, a French farmer 
named Marcel hopes to see life again in the eyes 
of his mother, Josépha. She has been living in a 
vegetative state since the disappearance of her 
elder son. At the same time, he begins to help 
people affected by the war without actually 
knowing how much trouble he is going to get 
himself in.
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TUE
The Maquis 
Makija
Mirta Brkulj
Croatia, 2020, 04:43 

A little girl wanders through a Mediterrane-
an landscape in search of a cat, encountering 
strange characters along the way.

TUE
There Were Four of Us 
There Were Four of Us
Cassie Shao
USA, 2019, 06:47 

In a room, there are four people.
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TUE
Entropia 
Entropia
Flóra Buda
Hungary, 2019, 10:30 

Entropia is a container of three parallel uni-
verses where three girls are living in different 
circumstances. One of them represents the 
animalistic side of human nature, one of them 
is a consumer fulfilled with her own frustra-
tions, and the third one is living in a futuristic 
room where she has to run to keep the system 
working.

WED
Animals 
Animals
Tue Sanggaard
France, 2019, 6:33 

The wild transformation of nine people stuck in 
a metro.
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WED
Them people 
Them people
Nausheen Javed
Germany, 2020, 05:37 

A small child, raised to conform to the expec-
tations of society, is unable to differentiate 
between love, hate and fear. ‘Them people’ is 
a short animation film, inspired by a self-com-
posed poem that speaks about the growing in-
tolerance towards “the other”, and the obses-
sion to define one’s own identity.

WED
With the shape 
Oblikom
Nemanja Vučenović
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2020, 06:40 

A lonely man lives in a world under a tree. 
Everything looks perfect until an unusual event 
makes him eager to change his world. “Wealth 
consists not in having great possessions, but in 
having few wants.”? Epictetus
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WED
Taximeter and Mild Psychosis 
Taksimetar i osrednje psihoze
Mihaela Erceg
Croatia, 2019, 04:23 

A college student will find out that fear is with-
in us, and that taxi agencies have unique market-
ing strategies.

WED

The Incredible Wardrobe Gadget of Dr. Stein 
Skříňostroj doktora Steina
Gabriela Plačková
The Czech Republic, 2019, 14:56 

When professor Stein's dog dies in an accident, 
he's ready to do whatever it takes to get him 
back. He builds an incredible life-reviving ma-
chine, but instead of a cute pup a hideous mon-
ster comes out of it. How can the monster prove 
that it has the dog's good heart inside?
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WED
Laugh Lines 
Lachfalten
Patricia Wenger
Switzerland, 2018, 05:52 

Where people meet, brave ones discover that 
with enough confidence pupils turn into door-
knobs, opening up worlds, where horizons dis-
solve into nothing. The movie tells eight short, 
interlaced stories about friendship.

WED
Room with a Sea View 
Room with a Sea View
Leonid Shmelkov
Estonia, 2020, 11:55 

Herbert arrives in the seaside city on a long 
working trip. Accidentally he falls in love with 
a very strange beautiful saleswoman in a flo-
wer shop. He suffers from insomnia, which he 
treats by watching billiards on TV. But now it 
doesn’t help anymore. His obsessive passion 
keeps him awake… 
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WED
Blieschow 
Blieschow
Christoph Sarow
Germany, 2019, 09:38 

A young boy’s struggle with an ocean of chick-
ens, peeing, the universe and his rough cousin.

THU
Pearl Diver 
Pearl Diver
Margrethe Danielsen
Norway, 2020, 09:00 

Three couples drifting away.
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THU
Away 
Au large
Mathilde Pepinster
Belgium, 2019, 05:51 

An ice floe, a big man, a fish and a reality not 
quite like the others. The films follows the path 
of a great man thinking he is an Eskimo living on 
the ice floe, while for others he is just a crazy 
man messing up a supermarket by chasing a fish.

THU
Better 
Better
Emily Downe
The United Kingdom, 2020, 05:06 

Better is a short animated film which questions 
the ideal worlds of a perfectionistic culture. 
Exploring research through storytelling, the 
film is based in a fantasy jungle which acts as a 
portal for idealised worlds to become external.
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THU
I'm Not Feeling Very Well 
I'm Not Feeling Very Well
Sunčana Brkulj
Croatia, 2019, 03:32 

Singing skeletons dream about breaking free 
from their geometric formation, and taking a 
swim in the great, big, blue sea.

THU
Survival HK 
香城幸存者
Pau Louise
USA, Hong Kong, 2019, 07:06 

An English listening test takes place inside a 
small classroom while a typhoon brews out-
side. The students struggle to focus between 
the test recording and what happens beyond 
the test.
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THU
Dutchgaria 
Dutchgaria
Capucine Müller
Belgium, 2019, 12:24 

In her difficulties with an unknown language and 
her struggles with the locals, please follow the 
adventures of a French girl who just moved to 
a weird country called Dutchgaria.

THU
Tricky Hand 
Tour de Main
Emilie Tronche
France, 2019, 06:25 

Dorothée wants to tell Miguel something. But 
Dorothée has a sneaky hand, hell bent on pre-
venting her from talking to her crush.
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THU
Inside me 
Inside me
MariaTrigo Teixeira
Germany, 2019, 05:14 

A clear decision surrounded by mixed feelings. 
A young woman recounts her experience with 
abortion.

THU
Dream Cream 
Dream Cream
Noam Sussman
Estonia, 2019, 04:46 

An elderly couple is addicted to a psychedelic 
face cream. 
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THU
Dramatic End 
Dramatiskas Beigas
Kerija Arne
Latvia, 2019, 03:30 

The participants of a ritual perform a rhythmic 
discharge of their energy. Suddenly a signal 
from the outside is heard. Spectators return to 
their seats. Let the dramatic end begin.



SUPERTUNE 
&
SUPERCOMM 
JURY
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KATRIN NOVAKOVIĆ                        

Born in 1989 in Stuttgart, she graduated from 
the Academy of Arts in Split, the Department of 
Film and Video, and obtained a Master’s degree in 
Animated Film and New Media from the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Zagreb. She did her internship at 
the Trikk17 animation studio in Hamburg, Ger-
many. Her student films, distributed by Bonobo 
studio and Zagreb film, have won her several 
awards. She worked at the 3D2D Animators 
studio and occasionally for Croatian Radio and 
Television (HRT). She has shown her work at sev-
eral solo and group exhibitions. In 2018 she was 
a member of the jury at the European Festival 
of Animated Film Balkans in Belgrade and selec-
tor of the student film competition for Anima-
fest 2020. At the Baltic trail residency in Latvia 
as part of the EU project Future DiverCities, she 
began to work as a visual performance artist. 
She currently makes music videos and other 
forms of commissioned films in the stop motion 
animation technique.
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igor hofbauer                           

Born in 1974, he is a Zagreb-based artist who 
started his career in the mid-1990s, creating 
posters for the local music scene. This led to his 
most notable long-term collaboration, the one 
with the popular underground club Močvara. 
Creating Močvara’s visual identity for almost 
15 years gave him the chance to work with a 
network of regional and ex-Yugoslav clubs and 
bands. In the meantime, he became an illustrator 
and comic book artist, which he still is. He has 
published several comic books, including Mr 
Morgen (L’Association, 2016).
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bruno tolić                                 

Animator, printer, illustrator and artist from 
Zagreb who has been living and working in 
Belgrade since 2010. He is one of the founders 
of the Novo Doba festival in Belgrade, started 
in 2010. Bruno is one of the core members of 
the autonomous cultural center Matrijarši-
ja in Belgrade that has existed since 2015 and 
functions as a creative and production hub for 
all sorts of arts and artists, a print studio, 
as well as a platform for presentation of art 
that hosts shows and events but also presents 
local artists internationally. Under the pen 
name Bernharda Xilko, he has published posters, 
drawings and comics in various anthologies 
and publications. He has published many screen 
printed books, prints and posters. His notable 
publications include Plazma, edited by Le Derni-
er Cri in France, and the book Penis Tutorial. He 
has exhibited, under the same pen name, in many 
group shows and several solo shows both in 
the region and internationally. He has recently 
participated in the international anthology film 
Mondo DC with an animated segment, compiled by 
Pakito Bolino of Le Dernier Cri. He has worked 
on many short promotional animation projects 
as well as music videos.
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MON
See you where there's music 
音の鳴る方へ
Unclecat Bela / Yoshitoo!
Germany, 2020, 03:56 

The road trip of a tiny character, who tries to 
fix an old cassette recorder and meets a friend 
on the way.

MON
Comte 
Comte
Natalia Ryss / Jonny Wildey, Alphabets Heaven
Canada, Slovenia, Israel, UK, 2019, 03:09 

A crazy noir trip… Juan, don’t talk a lot, other-
wise you’ll become bald...
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MON
Real Human Being 
Real Human Being
Anna Samo, Michaela Mueller / Ryan Martin
USA, 2020, 04:50 

Walking through the city with a heavy heart.

MON
Pigeon 
Paloma
Jorge Artola / Edwin Hosoomel Feat. Cienfue & 
Louis Navas
Spain, Panama, 2019, 04:28 

In a cold and isolated place a lonely man trusts 
a carrier pigeon to carry his message of peace 
and love.
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MON
Atlantic Perfumes 
Atlantic Perfumes
Olalla Wallin / Irene & François
Spain, 2020, 03:42 

A hand drawn music video created for Irene & 
François' first single. It tells the story of the 
hardships of trying to helplessly bring a loved 
one out of their lonely despair. It is about 
fragility and letting oneself be loved; about 
learning to love well.

MON
GatOzo. 
GatOzo.
Yulian Sanchez Ojanen / Promoe.
Sweden, 2020, 02:40 

GatOzo hit the streets and they are out for fame.
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MON
Couldn't Have Known 
Couldn't Have Known
Cheng-Hsu Chung / !!! Chk Chk Chk
UK, 2019, 03:46 

A lovely mess. A funky explosion. This is a music 
video for !!! (CHK CHK CHK)'s Couldn't Have Known. 
The film invites you to a dream, a party and a 
celebration where we watch a man chase after 
his true love.

MON
Scappare 
Scappare
Miloš Tomić / Nemanja Stanković
Serbia, 2019, 02:23 

An attempt to capture in animation the restless 
musical drive of the Scappare étude. Virtuoso 
solo violoncello on one side, tearing and sliding 
big cardboard boxes from trash cans on the 
another.
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MON
There Are Fish On Mars 
There Are Fish On Mars
Matej Okroglič / Fish On Mars
Slovenia, 2019, 04:24 

After the appearance of a mysterious planet, 
extraterrestrial beings start to gather to per-
form a ritual dance which will cause the disap-
pearance of the planet.

MON
In Technicolor (For The First Time) 
In Technicolor (For The First Time)
Sabrina Nichols / Maybird
USA, 2019, 03:40 

Music video for the band Maybird, focusing on 
the oddities of nature and featuring an ostrich 
who finds and becomes obsessed with an egg, 
building up to the moment the egg hatches.
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TUE
Johnny And The Devil 
Johnny And The Devil
Matty Jorissen / Handsome Johnny
The Netherlands, 2019, 05:00 

Ready to hit the road and become a free soul 
again, Johnny has a tempting encounter with the 
Devil which may damn that soul forever.

TUE
Jerusalem 
Jerusalem
Ofer Winter / Pedro Grass
Israel, 2019, 04:07 

The City of Jerusalem holds a gun to our head in 
this head-spinning race through history.
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TUE
No Strings Attached 
No Strings Attached
Luisa Vigan? / Daphne glue
Italy, 2020, 03:01 

What if your daily objects, while we are away 
from home, suddenly become alive? The band's 
song becomes a soundtrack to their identifica-
tion with their owners.

TUE
Hollywood 
Hollywood
Chris Ullens / Lee Ann Womack
UK, 2019, 04:49 

Lee Ann embarks on a cinematic road trip 
through iconic California, all shot frame 
by frame in rarely seen before rear projec-
tion stop motion. The combination of real 
backgrounds shot on location mixed with 
hand-crafted miniature foregrounds make this 
a unique film.
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TUE
Khadhaar 
Khadhaar
Zeina Azouqah , Neda Ahmadi / zazuka
Germany, Jordan, Iran, 2020, 04:12 

In this meditative handmade music video, the 
pulse is on many levels- the repetitive chant, the 
throbbing pain, and the attempts to try again 
and again to come to terms with an ailment.

TUE
Colors Fade 
Colors Fade
Olavo Ekman / Lumen Craft
Brasil, 2019, 04:06 

A New Cinema experience using the GTA V vide-
ogame landscapes and scenery to tell a Sci Fi 
Cyberpunk road movie short story.
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TUE
Jerk Chicken 
Jerk Chicken
Chung-Hsuan Fan Chiang / Funkymo
Taiwan, 2019, 04:23 

A sexy, romantic and fantastic way to make jerk 
chicken.

TUE
In the Forest Above the Fog 
V gozdu nad meglo
Jovana Đukić / Junema
Slovenia, 2019, 03:06 

"In the Forest Above the Fog" is telling us to 
stop for a moment, go into nature and give it an 
opportunity to calms us down. It tells us how 
most of us are trapped in the fast rhythm of city 
life. The message is transmitted by the story of 
a boy who lives a life in harmony with nature 
and wants to bring that energy to cities as well.
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TUE
Burn &Soothe 
Burn &Soothe
Shiyi Li / MOPAC
UK, 2019, 03:41 

It's a story about a woman who wants to hold 
onto the love that happened in her life, but 
can't.

TUE
Holding Claws 
Garras Dadas
Jo?o Figueiras / Galgo
Portugal, 2019, 07:00 

A greyhound runs from its fears.
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WED
Reality 
Rijaliti
Toni Huml / Dubioza kolektiv
Bosna and Hercegovina, 2018, 04:20 

A story about a boy following his TV reality 
show dreams.

WED
Ostrich 
Avestruz
Agostina Ravazzola / Cecilia Gebhard / Barda
Argentina, 2019, 04:40 

An ostrich, an owl, a flamingo, a parrot, a hum-
mingbird and an eagle all dance, run and fly to 
the Argentinian electro-folk of Barda & Sidirum. 
Colors and shapes dance and unite in a unique, 
psychedelic, endless rhythm. Handcrafted paper 
and love.
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WED
Saba 
Saba
Carlos Navarro / Felix Simao
Spain, 2020, 04:25 

A man enters the desert where he will have to 
face the external stimuli that separate him from 
his beloved Saba.

WED
Love Is Gone 
Love Is Gone
Ynon Lan / Local Nomad
USA, 2019, 03:29 

A man reflects on a withered relationship that 
had once bloomed. With minimalistic rotoscope 
animation, the video blends the artist’s perfor-
mance with themes of relationship, heartbreak, 
and nature.
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WED
Z song 
Z song
Mélanie Gohin / Michaël Marchetti
France, 2020, 01:13 

A young boy is trying to help some plants to 
grow from his room. A seed will finally become a 
huge plant much quicker than expected.

WED
Feeling Lonely 
Feeling Lonely
Julian Vargas / boy pablo
Norway, 2019, 03:26 

A young bean gets in an accident and loses his 
best friend, his dog. Will they ever be reunited?
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WED
Elsie & Rubin 
Elsie & Rubin
Joel Gambleton / Jack Walton
UK, 2019, 03:34 

Elsie & Rubin is a metaphorical story about 
a couple who are in love but are completely 
different and struggle to maintain their rela-
tionship.

WED
This Scent 
This Scent
Daniele Berretta / TERRA
Italy, 2020, 04:03 

This video, made in many techniques (illustra-
tion, 2.5/3D, fluid sim.) and set in a dystopian 
world where buildings inexplicably come to life, 
follows a brief moment in the life of a father 
and his children, who are trying to escape 
aboard an old ship.
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WED
Pearls 
Pni'nim
Idan Barzilay / Daniela Spector
Israel, Germany, 2019, 03:16 

A music video about a dream, a memory and 
departure. Elusive and fluid, time functions as 
the fourth element, allowing the transitioning 
between the other dimensions. The music video 
tries to capture time, not by stopping it, rather 
than placing the character on the timeline, em-
phasizing its constant flow.

WED
Through my skin 
Through my skin
Pooyan Shadpoor, Parastou Haghi / NUM
Iran, 2019, 05:34 

The official Music Video for “Through my skin” 
by the Iranian electronic duo NUM, this film was 
created in stop motion animation and  hand 
drawn frame by frame. The video follows a lone 
woman as she walks the road and the universe 
where she meets a different moment of her life.
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WED
MTV Is My Friend 
MTV Is My Friend
Radu Popovici / Sarmalele Reci
Romania, 2019, 06:33 

Cristi is a young man who is living a lonely and 
pointless life. His only reason of being is the 
joy of listening to music. One ordinary night 
Cristi has an extraordinary experience when he 
embarks on an imaginary journey of music.

THU
Bleed 
Bleed
Igor Imhoff / Lunakid
Italy, Germany, 2020, 04:40 

Bleed is the story of a portion of oscillating 
time. From the ashes of the umpteenth fall, a 
civilization is reborn distinguishing itself with 
its symbols and evolves until, when it reaches 
its peak, everything collapses in a irremediable 
conclusion and unable to offer a real escape 
route.
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THU
Wave Flotation 
Wave Flotation
Ornella Macchia / Monolithe Noir
Belgium, 2019, 04:43 

Wave Flotation is a slow progression towards 
deconstruction. A cube, a stable element at 
first, is trapped in its repetitive rhythm where 
its shadow evolves around it like a sundial. The 
cubes are shifting between sensitive and digital. 
They take the shapes of screens in which one eye 
sends us back to our own voyeurism.

THU
Shredder 
Shredder
Lee and Eliška Oz / Talya La Lia
The Czech Republic, 2019, 03:09 

This experimental stop motion music video de-
picts the dissonance between the way we feel 
inside and the way we present ourselves to the 
world, in social media and in general through 
playful work with plasticine.
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THU
The Zoo 
Zoo
Marie Novackova / Nauzea Orchestra
The Czech Republic, 2019, 05:00 

The Zoo is a short animated video about a dark 
world full of skulls, scary creatures and 
secrets. The audience is enchanted through 
the spinning wheel of transformations and it 
invites us to join Levandul's creepy parade.

THU
Traveler 
Lucky Chops - Traveler
Raman Djafari, Daniel Almagor / Lucky Chops
Germany, 2019, 03:45 

There’s a small forgotten village, a place that 
feels like it was left in the attic. Everything and 
everyone is waiting, staring, sinking into the 
ground. And then there’s a march, a start to an 
unknown adventure, a daring call by an unheard 
chant. Both are truths of a shivering dream.
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THU
Blow to the Head 
Blow to the Head
Caleb Wood / Lightning Bolt
USA, 2019, 03:12 

One blow to the head and we'll be lying on the 
floor.

THU
Warm Puna 
Warm Puna
Cez Comerci / Cumbia hasta el lunes
Argentina, 2018, 02:34 

Experimental music video that explores the 
soundscapes of Latin American folk music. 
Designed and animated frame by frame by visual 
artist Cez Comerci, inspired by the original music 
composition Augmented Warm.
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THU
Willow Bark 
Willow Bark
Heta Okkonen / Oh For
Finland, 2020, 03:40 

Of memory and longing.

THU
Paraguaya Punk 
Paraguaya Punk
Dante Zaballa / Juana Molina
Argentina, 2019, 02:16 

Late at night Juana sings to the moon while 
preparing a mysterious potion to enchant her 
lover. Made with acrylics, pastels and pencils 
on paper.
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THU
Tomorrow 
Ma?ana
Ezequiel Torres, Pablo Roldan / Usted Se?aleme-
lo
Argentina, 2019, 04:38 

A man encounters the lost memories of a trip. 
His struggle with his emotions mixes with memo-
ries of her.

THU
Careful 
Careful
Alice Saey / Jo Goes Hunting
UK, 2020, 3:58 

On the borderless map of a magical planet, little 
beings pick, brush, weave, fish and collect ele-
ments from their natural environment to sus-
tain their life as a group. This essential balance 
turns to chaos once they misuse their findings 
to polish their individual appearance.
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MON
Imaginable Futures 
Imaginable Futures
Aditya Tawde / Imagine That
India, 2020, 1:02 

Imaginable Futures, a venture of the Omidyar 
Group, is a new brand with a bold mission. This 
animated piece aims at unlocking human poten-
tial through learning by catalyzing people, ideas 
and systems so every individual thrives and 
contributes in a changing and interdependent 
world.

MON
Happiness is Just Around the Corner 
Happiness is Just Around the Corner
Luka Vucić / Studio Vucić
Croatia, 2018, 0:17 

A short animated Christmas card that depicts 
the feeling of being hungover on the first day 
of the new year.
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MON
Journey Of Krok 
Journey Of Krok
Nijin Nazeem / Krok Film Festival
India, 2019, 1:00 

The ship in the film embodies the very spirit of 
Krok. Through the use of fluid forms, the dance-
like rhythmic movements of the waves and the 
bursts of colour, it exhudes a restless creative 
energy, which the festival stands for. The visual 
style is inspired by the works of Kandinsky and 
Miró.

MON
FAF trailer 
FAF trailer
Bjarne Anmarkrud / Fredrikstad Animation Fes-
tival
Norway, 2019, 0:45 

Tasked with making the festival trailer for 
Fredrikstad Animation Festival, we did the only 
sensible thing and went completely nuts.
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MON
Selvforstyrrelser 
Basic self-disturbances
Julian Vargas / Vestre Viken
Norway, 2020, 1:54 

A man with self-disturbances awakens one 
morning wondering what the day will bring.

TUE
IGI's Adventure 
IGI's Adventure
Veronica Wallenberg / Takeda
Sweden, Croatia, Spain, England, 2019, 3:16 

Jamie's friends want to go swimming with him. 
But he can't come. To make his friends under-
stand why, Jamie takes his friends on an epic 
journey.
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TUE
Pune Design Festival trailer 
Pune Design Festival trailer
Suresh Eriyat / Pune Design Festival
India, 2020, 0:40 

When at the crossroads, we find ourselves 
challenged by various possibilities offered by 
the future, the challenge of taking a direction 
where the goals are unclear but a decision has 
to be made nevertheless. Crossroads is the 
point where one sets on an explorative expedi-
tion, which could lead to awe-inspiring results.

TUE
Ode 
Ode
Shadi Adib / European Union - International Ani-
mation Festival Stuttgart
Germany, 2019, 2:30 

A seagull and three individual fishermen try to 
cope and survive on stormy seas. But due to the 
resulting chaos, the fishermen come up with the 
idea to work together to be more successful. 
The fishermen make a net out of their fishing 
lines and throw it out to catch a big fish.
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TUE
The Journey 
Il viaggio
Michaela Mueller / Manor Switzerland
Switzerland, 2018, 1:00 

A leopard is travelling from the desert to the 
Locarno Film Festival. Commisioned film for main 
festival sponsor Manor SA.

TUE
Whatever You Call It 
Whatever You Call It
Moth Studio / Marie Curie
UK, 2019, 1:13 

We took euphemisms for dying literally in this 
film we made for Marie Curie.
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WED
The Art of Change - Climate Change 
The Art of Change - Climate Change
Sois de Traca / Barbican Centre
UK, 2018, 2:50 

An alternative reality scenario where a group 
of animals has become organised and are com-
mitted to make themselves heard by humans, 
guerrilla style. A short film created for The 
Barbican's 'The Art of Change' in response to the 
theme Climate Change.

WED
Birth of Krok 
Birth of Krok
Sois de Traca / Krok Film festival
India, 2019, 1:00 

The film ventures into the fictional land of the 
Krok mascots, or should we say the land of 
Krokscots. The birth of the newborn and his/her 
eventual baptising symbolises the 30th edition 
of the festival as a new chapter amidst the 
crowd of the other mascots who represent the 
successful years gone by.
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WED
Beatbox trailer 
Beatbox trailer
Janet Perlman / Anima Mundi Animation Festival
Canada, 2019, 0:40 

The signal film for the Anima Mundi Animation 
Festival.

WED
The Infinite 
L'infinito
Simone Massi / Nie Wiem
Italy, 2020, 2:00 

Short animation inspired by The Infinite by Giaco-
mo Leopardi.
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WED
Voice 
Voice
Tess Martin / Cherie Jones
The Netherlands, 2020, 2:20 

The aftermath of a sexual assault is rendered 
through charcoal and metaphor. This is a film 
commissioned by author Cherie Jones, and visu-
alizes a piece of her flash fiction.

THU
The Elephant in the Room 
Der Elefant im Raum
Toby Mory / Stiftung Lesen
Germany, 2019, 1:48 

How educators in day care centers can recog-
nize whether parents cannot read and write 
properly, and how to address them, one can 
learn with two videos on the subject. "The Ele-
phant in the Room" is the second episode of the 
mini series realized as part of a German-wide 
campaign initiated by the Stiftung Lesen.
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THU
Animafest trailer 
Animafest trailer
Mueller Michaela / Animafest Zagreb
Croatia, 2019, 0:38 

Creatures gather to watch films in the park.

THU
Hopes and Fears 
Hopes and Fears
Alice Saey / Anibar Animation Festival
France, Kosovo, 2019, 1:00 

Around a fountain guarded by gargoyle-like her-
ons, a batch of colourful bouncing balls invade 
the public place and soak up the water.
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THU
Stop Money Laundering 
Stop Money Laundering
Toby Mory / Transparency International
Germany, 2019, 3:49 

Buying property is a favourite method to laun-
der dirty money. Several steps and corrupt ac-
tors hide behind and allow this process. How to 
stop it? The mini-series conceived for a social 
media campaign describes three ways to tackle 
it: making asset declarations public, regulating 
gatekeepers and facilitating accountability 
through land registers.

THU
Artemis 
Artemis
Bárbara Cerro / BitBang Fest
Argentina, 2019, 1:04 

On the 50th Anniversary of moon landing, we 
took the moon to tell our story.



PLANKTOON 
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DOROTEA RADUŠIĆ                                

was born in 1995 in Zagreb. After graduating 
from high school and music school, she en-
rolled into the Zagreb Academy of Fine Arts, 
department of Animated film and new media. 
She facilitated many stop animation children’s 
workshops – at the Tobogan festival in Rije-
ka, Animafest, Frooom and Center for Culture 
Trešnjevka, as well as Supertoon International 
Animation Festival. She likes summer, the sea, ice 
cream and festivals.
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MARTIN BABIĆ                                

who lives in Zagreb, his hometown, is an ani-
mator who also does a lot of other stuff. He 
attended the Zagreb Academy of Fine Arts, which 
was an unforgetable experience for him, and 
has a degree in Animation. Since graduation, 
he has made his debut with the film “Jure Gran-
do – Štrigun iz Kringe” and participated in the 
production of several other films. His second 
animated short is “Balada o fruli i ogrlici” (The 
Balad of the Flute and the Necklace, 2019). He fa-
cilitates animated film workshops for children 
and youth in collaboration with a variety of 
organizations and is a frequent collaborator 
of Supertoon festival.
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MON
Hedgehog Spikiney  
Jež Bodljikavko
Tihoni Brčić
Croatia, 2020, 6:47 

Spikiney is a hardworking and altruistic hedge-
hog who runs a soup kitchen for those in need. 
Food disappears one winter night, endangering 
their existence. Spikiney’s friends - an old mon-
key with a cane, an orphaned squirrel, a strayed 
bird and a beaver with a rubber flipper for a 
tail - bravely join him on the quest to find the 
stolen food.

MON
Arthur and the Seagull 
Arturo e il Gabbiano
Luca Di Cecca
Italy, 2019, 05:00 

The ninety-year-old Arturo is used to being 
alone and passes his days in typical pensioner 
fashion. One day a newspaper that advertises 
cameras falls into his hands. The seagull that 
he chose as a subject, however, seems to have 
a completely different idea of a perfect photo-
graph.
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MON
Blanket 
Odeyalko
Marina Moshkova
Russia, 2020, 05:36 

In the far far North lives a very very grumpy 
Polar Bear. One day he receives an unexpected 
visitor...

MON
The 7 Kids 
7 kozliyat
Marina Karpova
Russia, 2020, 05:20 

The funny trick story based on "The Wolf and 
the Seven Young Goats" fairytale.
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MON
Mury the Cat: Lunchtime 
Maček Muri: Kosilo
Jernej Žmitek
Slovenia, 2019, 11:35 

Muri is taking Missy for a birthday lunch. Oth-
er cats also gathered there waiting for Chief 
Jean to open the doors. But… ‘Aaa!!!’, Jean runs 
out of the restaurant as fast as he can. What 
is going on? Could it be that a ghost invaded his 
kitchen?!

MON
The Eleventh Step 
Ghadameh Yazdahom
Maryam Kashkoolinia
Iran, 2020, 10:55 

A little lion cub, born in a zoo, lives in a cage 
that is only ten steps long. On the eleventh step 
he bangs his head against the bars, but one day 
the zoo keeper leaves the cage door open….
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MON
The Girl-bird 
Devochka-ptichka
Ekaterina Nevostrueva
Russia, 2019, 05:50 

A summer day, birds are singing, the sun is shining 
brightly. The girl wants to go for a walk. But she 
is sick again. What can save from boredom? This 
film is about the importance of companionship. 
It is about love and understanding in the family.

MON
The Little Boat That Wanted to Fly 
Korablik khotel letat'
Ekaterina Filippova
Russia, 2020, 06:40 

The story of a boat that wanted to fly.
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TUE
The Giraffe's Bicycle 
Giraffens cykel
Lasse Persson
Sweden, 2019, 07:00 

The Giraffe finds it difficult to ride her new 
bike but a Monkey Girl turns out to be a natural 
born cyclist. This fundamental injustice, that 
someone who is smaller than you can do things 
better, leads to a disaster.

TUE
The Tomten and the Fox 
Reven og Nissen
Yaprak Morali, Are Austnes
Norway, 2019, 08:34 

A hungry fox hunts for food on a cold winter 
night. He sneaks into a small farm to steal a 
snack when he is caught by the Tomten who 
guards the farm.
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TUE
The Neighbors 
Sosedi
Valentina Arkhipova
Russia, 2019, 05:45 

A film about two neighbors with completely 
different characters and the difficulties of 
coexistence.

TUE
London Holidays 
Londonas brivdienas
Janis Cimmermanis
Latvia, 2019, 11:00 

The men of the Rescue team are finally on 
holiday and are traveling on their yellow boat 
through the English Channel. The satellite phone 
is ringing; London's famous clock Big Ben is bro-
ken and the Rescue team rushes to fix it. Morning 
comes and Big Ben is working again! However, 
when it comes time to ring there is a surprise...
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TUE
Eaten 
هدش هدروخ
Mohsen Rezapour
Iran, 2019, 07:20 

On a mysterious planet, a rabbit-like creature is 
eaten; but that’s not the end of the story.

TUE
Paper Kite 
List hartia
Assia Kovanova
Bulgaria, 2019, 08:00 

sheet of paper, a math problem, a kite and… 
two children, a boy and a girl, who will find the 
answer.
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TUE
Apple Tree Man 
Yabloneviy chelovek
Alla Vartanyan
Russia, 2020, 10:43 

An instructive humorous tale about the power 
of kindness and mutual assistance, based on 
English traditions. In some parts of England and 
Scotland, the oldest apple tree in the garden 
was called the Apple Tree.

WED
The Little Bird and the Bees 
Der kleine Vogel und die Bienen
Lena von Döhren
Switzerland, 2020, 04:30 

High above, the small bird enjoys the flowers of 
its maple tree. A mysterious humming that needs 
to be fathomed sends him on a journey into a 
magical world of flowers. Of course, the fiery 
red fox is soon on the little bird’s heels. Trailed 
by bad luck the fox makes acquaintance with the 
hard-working bees.
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WED
Tobi and the Turbobus 
Tobi and the Turbobus
Verena Fels
Germany, 2020, 07:30 

You fly with no seat! That's the rule in the Tur-
bobus. To get one is a hard day job for a young 
wolf on his turbojourney to find real friend-
ship.

WED
Ruby & Roach 
Ruby & Roach
Erentia Bedeker
South Africa, 2020, 04:48 

Two sale toys, cruelly rejected by the buying 
public, make a daring escape and end up some-
where quite unexpected and somehow beauti-
ful.
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WED
Leo & Tig 
Leo & Tig
Alexander Lyutkevich
Russia, 2019, 11:00 

A leopard named Leo was born in the forests 
of the Primorskiy Region of Russia. He is a very 
rare kind of leopard. For many kilometers 
around he has no relatives and peers. Leo finds 
a true friend - a young tiger whose name is Tig.

WED
Ties 
Uzi
Dina Velikovskaya
Germany, Russia, 2019, 07:35 

There is a strong connection between parents 
and their child. A young woman leaves the paren-
tal home to see the world. But the world of her 
parents is so tightly connected with her that by 
leaving, she puts it at risk. It turns out that this 
connection can be also destructive.
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WED
The Cherry on Top 
a Cerise sur le gateau
Frits Standaert
France, Belgium, 2019, 18:00 

A shy young prince seeks solace in overeating 
rather than attempt courtship. Until he begins 
to suffer from severe stomach pains. A peculiar 
doctor advises him to drink the waters of a mag-
ical spring every day...

THU
I’m the Strongest 
C'est moi le plus fort
Anais Arnaud, Sorrentino Demuynck
France, Belgium, 2018, 05:51 

Mr Wolf has just enjoyed a fine dinner. Replete, 
he goes off for a walk around the forest, just 
to make sure that everyone can see that he is 
indeed the strongest creature around! Until he 
meets a tiny little toad-like thing. Adapted from 
the book “C'est moi le plus fort” by Mario Ramos, 
Éditions l'école des loisirs / Pastel, 2001.
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THU
Ian, A Moving Story 
Ian, una historia que nos movilizará
Abel Goldfarb
Argentina, 2018, 09:00 

Ian was born with cerebral palsy. Like all kids, 
he wants to have friends, but discrimination and 
bullying keep him from his beloved playground. 
Ian won't give up easily, accomplishing something 
that will surprise everyone.

THU
Merry Grandmas 
Privet, Babulnik!
Natalia Mirzoyan
v, 2020, 08:00 

Masha wants to go to the New Year's party with 
her parents but they leave her with grandma 
instead. Granny's guests come one by one and 
finally the girl finds herself surrounded by old 
ladies.
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THU
Masha and the Bear: God save the queen 
Masha i medved'. Ne tsarskoe delo.
Orlov Georgiy
Russia, 2019, 08:31 

New adventures of Masha and the bear.

THU
Tide 
Maré
Joana Rosa Bragança
Portugal, 2019, 14:05 

Brought by the waves of the sea, a fantastic 
being  discovers a pleasant place of great nat-
ural beauty, and makes it his home, becoming the 
guardian and soul of the place. There, he meets a 
cheerful little boy with whom he creates a bond 
of friendship forged in sharing the pleasure 
that both feel in living in harmony with nature.
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THU
The Bird & the Whale 
The Bird & the Whale
Carol Freeman
Ireland, 2018, 07:03 

The Bird and the Whale is a story about a young 
whale struggling to find his voice. After stray-
ing too far from his family to explore a ship-
wreck, he discovers its sole survivor, a caged 
songbird. Together they struggle to survive 
lost at sea.
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A new feature of Supertoon feestival are 
comics and comic book authors. By organizing a 
group exhibition of works by regional groups 
and artists in St. Krševan Gallery, setting up a 
pop-up comic book fair with artwork by au-
thors represented in the exhibition, scattering 
screen printing equipment along the city streets 
and squares, as well as hosting fanzine launch-
es, album presentations and talks with comic 
authors, Supertoon 10 will offer you an proper 
introductory course into the current trends 
and tendencies in independent comic art.
 

COMICS
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KOMIKAZE (Ljubljana/Zagreb)                           

Komikaze, headed by editor-in-chief Ivana Ar-
manini, is a publisher and a network for spread-
ing comic activities on the Internet, as well as 
for electronic and print distribution of mostly 
young comic authors’ works. The aim is to con-
nect the Komikaze comic book activists from the 
Balkans with their international peers in order 
to exchange information and comics. Resisting 
the tendencies geared towards institutional-
ized artistic production, the Komikaze program 
represents free spirited and altruistic activ-
ities by artists from different geo-strategic 
areas who share an independent and uncompro-
mising attitude, called “the alternative”, in re-
lation to dominant artistic practices. Partners 
and spatial priorities are tied to non-profit 
autonomous zones of culture.

At the 2020 edition of Angoulême International 
Comics Festival (Festival international de la 
bande dessinée d’Angoulême), the Komikaze al-
bum No. 18 won the award for best edition in the 
category of alternative comics, “PRIX BD ALTER-
NATIVE”. This year – which the French Ministry of 
Culture proclaimed “The Year of Comics” – saw 
37 publications from all over the world com-
pete for the coveted prize established in 1982, 
and Supertoon audiences will have the oppor-
tunity to see the comics from the album live in 
Šibenik as part of the “Back to the Future” exhi-
bition as well as meet some of its contributors.
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MATRIJARŠIJA (Belgrade/Zemun)                              

Novo Doba/Fijuk/Matrijaršija is a self-managed 
organism located in Zemun, a suburb of Bel-
grade, Serbia. It is a virtual and material meeting 
point for illustrators, nomads, poets, print-
ers, self-proclaimed geniuses, art students, 
dreamers, publishers, artisans, provocateurs, 
intellectuals. It is a much larger and non-finite 
network of artistic production (Fijuk), an an-
nual festival (Novo Doba), and an autonomous 
cultural center (Matrijaršija).
 
Matrijaršija is currently a patchwork of vari-
ous individual and collective living art phenom-
ena from Belgrade, Serbia, the region and the 
whole of Europe. During its four years of exist-
ence it has become a centre of congregation for 
various authors who joined its non-structured 
network, as well as acknowledging and encour-
aging particular existential and working prac-
tices, which more and more are coalescing into a 
specific type of custodianship and preservation 
of the semi-public status of this type of art and 
the thriving network in which it exists. Regard-
ing the organization, the activities that take 
place in Matrijaršija include work on its annual 
program (both exhibitions and performances), 
the artist-in-residence program Prekomanda 
(Transferal), and non-stop activities in several 
of its studios and workshops: screen printing, 
graphics and music.
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OHOHO FESTIVAL (Zagreb)                                

OHOHO festival is an exhibition, discursive, 
residential and educational space for creativity 
and cultural exchange of comics and street art 
by non-established but also established artists 
who create “underground” art according to DIY 
poetics. The focus of the festival is on street 
art (independent art forms of murals) and inde-
pendent comics, and the main educational, pro-
duction and distribution activities of the festi-
val are aimed primarily at younger generations 
of artists working in the medium of independent 
posters, graphics, and illustrations.
 
An indelible part of the festival is the publica-
tion of the comic fanzine OHOHO. The idea of a 
zine came to fruition in 2019, and its first edition 
came out as part of the festival OHOHO program 
which takes place in the autonomous cultural 
center Medika in Zagreb. The call for entries 
invited artists to create comics on the topic of 
subversion and antifascism. A top internation-
al line-up of artists responded to the call and 
sent in their antifa-themed comics: Iztok Sitar, 
Mihaela Erceg, Klara Rusan, Matija Pisačić, Klara 
Skok, Dragana Kuprešanin, Lea Kralj Jager, Lucija 
Mitar, Stipan Tadić, Aleksandar Zograf, Korina 
Hunjak, Ivana Geček, Jana Adamović and Marko 
Dješka. A new topical edition of the fanzine 
with once again a strong authorial line-up was 
prepared to be launched at this year’s edition 
of OHOHO festival in May, which was unfortu-
nately postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
But the fanzine is ready and will see the light 
of day at Supertoon 2020. Along with the ‘zine 
launch, which will be attended by its contribu-
tors, selected pages will be shown as part of 
the group exhibition at St. Krševan Gallery.
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HRVATSKI AUTORSKI STRIP                                    
(Croatian Auteur Comics Association)                             

The Association called Hrvatski autorski strip 
was founded in 2020, and its goal is to create a 
stable production framework within which Cro-
atian authors could express their huge poten-
tial. The idea of founding the association arose 
in 2019 at the “24-hour comic book drawing” 
event in Osijek, at which time a group of comic 
authors concluded they have reached a critical 
mass needed in order to formalize their initia-
tive. Recent domestic comic art editions will be 
available at the HAS stand in Šibenik.
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SPLIT COMICS SCENE (Split)                                 

The Split comic art scene: fragmented, periodic, 
never coherent and far from the “altar”, but 
because of its authentic authorial expression, 
it encompasses various authors and editions. 
To talk about this extraordinary underground 
scene in a very ordinary way Supertoon will 
host somewhat less ordinary comic authors 
and painters: Vinko Barić (punk doyen of Split 
and Croatian underground comics and self-pub-
lished albums since the second half of the 
nineties, director of the independent publishing 
house IDZFS, author of several comic albums 
and fanzines, more recently known for his 
“Baroque man” and the fact that he is part of 
the permanent staff of “Lavanderman”) and Ivan 
Svaguša Svaig (author and co-author of several 
comic albums, blind but also tired enthusiast of 
unnecessary arts such as comics, music, graffiti 
, director of the independent publishing label 
Bučni stripovi (Noisy Comics), which combines 
experimental music with visual media such as 
comics, painting and illustration). These two 
directors of independent publishing masto-
dons will be in Šibenik to tell us a bit about the 
other greats of the Split comic art scene, such 
as Damir Ercegović, Sonja Gašperov, Miro Župa, 
Ladan Mehić and others.
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ARTIST Q&A’s

OLGA BOBROWSKA & MICHAL BOBROWSKI

Mornings and early afternoons are reserved 
for talks with filmmakers in the pleasant and 
relaxing atmosphere provided by Šibenik’s beau-
tiful town squares. That is when our audiences 
get to meet the film professionals who make 
up the Supertoon film jury, but also the festi-
val guests: authors and producers of films in 
competition. These Artist Q&A’s, hosted by Olga 
Bobrowska and Michal Bobrowski, film educa-
tors, artistic directors of STOPTRIK festival, 
have long been a beloved item on the Supertoon 
festival side dish menu.
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GORAN PAVLOV

This summer, we’ve added to the menu an addi-
tional round of Q&A’s that will host represent-
atives of various independent comic art scenes, 
illustrators and street artists. Writer and 
critic Goran Pavlov will try and squeeze out 
the “what, where, why, how, when and for how 
long” from these (sometimes not very talkative) 
artists and provide additional context for their 
artwork, which will be displayed as part of the 
“Back to the Future” group show and the pop-up 
comics fair.
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GROUP SHOW: BACK TO THE FUTURE
St. Krševan Gallery

A group exhibition of works by independent 
comic artists, “Back to the Future” presents 
representative artwork by comic book authors 
and collectives from the region. The show will 
attempt to map the almost invisible but firm 
collaborative and production ties between 
informal groups of artists, individuals and art 
collectives. With a plethora of original ma-
terial, video art and artist appearances, this 
exhibition will offer more than just a glimpse 
into what is going on in the neighborhood when 
it comes to comics by authors-artists.

EXHIBITIONS
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KATRIN NOVAKOVIĆ: RIGHT NOW
Azimut Club

An exhibition of work by this year’s Supertune 
and Supercomm jury member, animator and di-
rector Katrin Novaković, “Right Now” will pres-
ent the props and items from the author’s stop 
motion video for the song „Right now“ by ABOP, 
giving audiences a glimpse into the atmosphere 
and the behind-the-scenes work on a film set. 
Stop motion is a technique whereby animators 
move immobile objects little by little and take 
photos of each position. When sequenced one 
after another, the illusion of movement is 
achieved because of how slow the human eye is. 
By combining and overlapping video footage of 
a dancer with shots of animated objects “come 
to life”, Katrin created a relationship between 
time, space and movement, focusing on the ques-
tion of human perception and our awareness 
of it.
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THE BEST OF SUPERTOON – Animated music videos

Animated music videos have become one of the 
essential distinguishing features of Supertoon. 
Every year, we include in the program the best 
recent technically innovative and intriguing art 
films, which consequently bring the form of 
music videos to the level of its own kind of art. 
Although the roots of music videos date back to 
the era of music short films, which first ap-
peared in the 1920s, they became popular in the 
1980s, when MTV promoted them as its fundamen-
tal form of conquering the media space. Be-
fore the 1980s, these works were described by 
various names (eg: “illustrated song”, “filmed in-
sert”, “promotional (promo) film”, “promotional 
clip”, “promotional video”, “song video”, “song 
clip“ or “film clip”), but with the rise of MTV, mu-
sic videos began to use a wide range of modern 
video techniques. By combining different styles 
and techniques, the music video has found its 
place among film genres. In this out-of-competi-
tion program you will get to see our selection 
of animated music videos that competed in the 
Animated Music Video category in the past nine 
years of Supertoon.

BOX TV
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ANIMATION  SKILLSET – Making of                                

Working on set is a creative and laborious 
process mostly done in confined spaces. When 
deadlines and unpredictable issues descend 
upon filmmakers, it can seem as if the entire 
universe is plotting against the making of a film. 
What really happens behind the scenes and what 
little tricks help animators deal with seemingly 
impossible situations? This out-of-competition 
selection will provide some of the answers.
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ANIMATED TITLES - Art of titles                             

You know what they say about first 
impressions… 
Title sequences can be engaging or wildly enter-
taining, funny, exhilarating, or simply drop dead 
beautiful. They can be oozing with visual poetry 
and sophisticated imagery while others hit you 
hard with their bold and audacious stylistic ges-
tures. And let’s face it – everybody loves a good 
title sequence. The very best title sequences 
not only succeed in putting the audience in the 
right mood for the movie, they transcend their 
proper function and venture off into the realm 
of something far deeper and far greater. They 
are the signifiers of contemporary pop culture 
and an art form in their own right. Just look at 
the impact of, for example, Saul Bass’ title se-
quences, which left an indelible mark, not just 
on film design and motion graphic design, but on 
contemporary visual culture as a whole.
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Supertoon’s animated film workshop for chil-
dren is intended for children over 9 and will pro-
vide them with the opportunity to get acquaint-
ed with the medium of animated film and learn the 
basic principles of animation. Participants will 
develop their own short animated films with 
group and individual consultations with the tu-
tors, and learn basic techniques of stop motion 
as well as camera manipulation.
 
This year at the Planktoon children’s animation 
workshop we are going to tackle stop animation 
technique in the open. The workshop will take 
place outdoors, and every rock, plant and stone 
wall will become a part of our film set. We will 
try out different techniques such as object an-
imation and pixelization, whereby humans are 
turned into cartoon characters – and in a world 
like this, everything’s possible! The shooting 
process will involve the workshop participants 
learning the basics of animation and camera ma-
nipulation. Our goal is to shoot a short film and 
have a lot of fun while we’re at it.
 
Also, some of the participants of the workshop 
will be members of this year’s jury and will choose 
the best film in the Planktoon international com-
petition of short animated films for children.
 
The workshop is facilitated by Martin Babić, an 
up-and-coming animator whose film was part of 
Supertoon 2019 Official Selection in the catego-
ry of animated films for children, and Dorotea 
Radušić, animation student at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Zagreb.

PLANKTOON 
WORKSHOP                               
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